
Sew the Vertical Background
Strips to the foundations as in
Diagram 1. Trim to match the
foundations.

Next, sew the Top/Bottom
Background Strips to the quilt as
in Diagram 1. Trim even with
the quilt.

Step 4: Add the Borders
Follow the instructions for
Framing a Rectangular Quilt
in Adding Borders the Jinny Beyer
Way. The outer (background
fabric) borders can be sewn to
the border print strips after the
sides have been pieced so the
two borders can be trimmed and mitered
in one step as in Applying Multiple Borders.

Step 5: Finish the Quilt
Remove the paper foundations.

Layer the batting on the wrong side of the backing fabric,
then layer the quilt right side up on top of the batting. Baste
the three layers together and then quilt as desired.

Make the binding (using your preferred strip width up to
2½" wide) from the reserved binding fabric. For more
information on binding a quilt the Jinny Beyer way, visit
www.jinnybeyer.com/binding.

Mini-Palette Quilt
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The Mini-Palette Quilt uses all 150 fabrics from the Jinny
Beyer 5" Charm Squares. This quilt can be made from the
palette and border print fabrics left over from the Woven
Ribbons quilt, plus one yard of background fabric.

Pattern assumes basic quiltmaking and foundation-piecing
knowledge. Seam allowances are ¼-inch. Press seams after
sewing. WOF = Width of Fabric.

Step 1: Cut the Fabrics
Palette Fabrics. A strip of fabric measuring approximately
11/8" x 3½" should be left over from the Palette charm
squares used in Woven Ribbons. From the remaining squares
not used in Woven Ribbons, cut a strip measuring 1¼" x 3½".

If all the fabrics are not in order, refer to the Jinny Beyer
Palette Collection #12 sheet included in the Woven Ribbons
pattern to put them in order, beginning with P#1.

Background Fabric (1 yard). Cut the following (all strips
are oversized):
• Vertical Strips - four measuring 21/8" x 28".
• Top/Bottom Strips - two measuring 21/8" x 18"
• Outer Border - two measuring 3¾" x WOF" (sides) and

two measuring 3¾" x 30" (top/bottom)
Reserve the remaining fabric (at least 7½") for binding.

Border Print Fabric. From the two 81"-long narrow stripes
remaining from the Woven Ribbons quilt, cut a total of six
pieces measuring 25" long. These will be trimmed to fit later.

Step 2: Prepare & Sew the Foundations
The foundations are provided as a separate 8½" x 14"
document. Make one copy of the document to make six
foundations. Separate the foundations by cutting between
them (not on the lines). Twenty-five fabrics will be sewn to
each of the six foundations.

Beginning with Fabric 1 and using a small stitch length, sew
the swatches to the foundations in fabric number order. After
completing each foundation, press well and trim the paper
and fabric by cutting on the outer solid lines.

Step 3: Assemble the Quilt
Sew the foundations together in pairs to make three long
strips of 50 swatches each.

Woven Ribbons Bonus Pattern

Mini-Palette Charm
Finishes 247/8" x 38¾"
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